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An algorithm is presented for efficient serial searching of files whose records have arbitrary length free-text retrieval keys. It is most applicable when a batch of enquiries is to search a given file once only, which is an implicit feature of the SDI application for which it was designed. Unlike some other serial systems, an arbitrary number of enquiries can be handled with a single pass of the search file, and the algorithm is simple in concept, and straightforward to implement. Specimen performance figures are quoted in the appendix.
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1. Introduction
This paper describes some aspects of an information retrieval system designed primarily to support the operation of an SDI (Selective Dissemination of Information) service covering scientific and technical literature. The background of this topic is not discussed here, but a useful survey appears in (Barlow, 1972). However, the application can essentially be regarded as requiring the selective retrieval of records from an inherently sequential unindexed file. In principle, the only property of the records themselves that is significant to the retrieval process is that each contains a string of characters, and enquiries are stated in terms of the occurrence (or non-occurrence) of specific substrings. For example, in the application for which the system was originally written each record in the file to be searched describes an item of published material. The text of each record includes information such as the name of the author of the original material, the language, a codified version of the journal title, various codes classifying the subject area covered, and a collection of free-language phrases which describe the concepts treated.

To get a feeling for the way in which retrieval requests are presented to the system the reader should refer to Fig. 1, which illustrates a much simplified enquiry set up to retrieve documents dealing with cognition, recognition, perception processes or robotics, which do not concern themselves with character recognition or OCR. Moreover, only papers written in English or German are retrieved.

Field 00 provides the enquiry number, complete with check character. Fields 01, 02 and 03 define various search strings, each comprising several alternatives, known as terms, only one of which need be present in a document for that field to deliver a value of true. Terms delimited by an asterisk will match the corresponding text wherever it appears in a document, but without asterisks that term will match complete words only. Thus *COGNIT* will match RECOGNITION or COGNITIVE but OCR will not match Socrates, for example. Finally, field 01 is the master logic statement, and a document is retrieved exactly when this field is true. Further details about the INSPEC SDI system from a user point of view can be found in the SDI users manual (1970).

Conventionally, there have been two alternative software approaches to an implementation of such a system, namely serial and inverted. Briefly, an inverted system involves the creation and maintenance of an index, known as an inverted file, to the text in the master file, and record selection and retrieval is performed using this index. There have been many implementations of inverted file retrieval systems (McCracken and Veal, 1973) mostly designed to support, amongst other things, retrospective or interactive operations, and some of these have used hash-coding in one form or another (Harrison, 1971; Higgins and Smith, 1971).

By contrast, however, the system being described was designed for an SDI application in which a relatively small document file (2000-3000 records), containing only the current week's material, was to be searched once only with a relatively large batch of enquiries (150-400). In this environment it was felt that the usual extensive software development and hardware commitment characteristic of the inverted approach could profitably be avoided, while still yielding a computationally efficient file searching module. This paper is therefore concerned with a serial search algorithm in which the master file is passed once only, and records are processed and searched entirely in core. To facilitate the matching of enquiry terms against each document the text content of the individual document is essentially 'inverted', and a hash-coding technique is used to increase the efficiency of the matching process.

Traditionally, one of the limitations of serial search systems has been the number of enquiries that can be processed on a single pass of the document file. This has been overcome by blocking the enquiries in buckets on disc, and swapping them in and out of core for each document on the file. The present paper concentrates on the search phase of the system only, and ignores the questions of enquiry input and maintenance, and the sorting and printing of the SDI notification cards themselves.

2. Hash-codes
Fundamental to the search system is the concept of a hash-code. These are widely used in computing, but will be described within the present context. A hashing algorithm is a function (implemented as a subroutine) which takes a string of characters as input and produces an integer as output. The range of integers which may be produced depends on the specific function chosen, but the particular algorithm used maps four-character strings onto the range 0-2047. Furthermore, it will be helpful to consider strings of more than four characters as producing the hash-code generated by their first four characters. The following properties of hash-codes should now be clear:
1. Two identical strings generate the same hash-code.
2. Unequal strings may or may not generate the same hash-code.
Additionally, a property of a good hashing algorithm is that it
spreads generated hash-codes evenly across the permitted
range, thus minimising the chance of two unequal strings
generating the same hash-code.

3. Inverting a string of text
The hashing algorithm may now be used in the following way.
Suppose we have a string of text. We may take every group of
four consecutive characters in that string and compute a hash-
code from them. If, for a given group of four characters, the
hash-code is k, then we can set the kth word of a table to point
to the first character in the group. In practice, however, prop-
erty (2) above complicates matters slightly and forces us to
make the kth entry in the table point to a chained list of point-
ers to the first character of every sub-string (of four characters)
which generates the hash-code k. This data structure is known
as an inverted string of text. (See Fig. 2).

4. Pattern matching
Suppose we have a string of characters A (which represents a
term in an enquiry) and we wish to know if it appears as a
sub-string of a string of text B. The approach is as follows:
1. Invert the string of text B, as described earlier.
2. Compute the hash-code of the first four characters of A—p,
say.
3. Look at the pth entry in the hash-table for B. If it is zero then
property (1) guarantees that A is not a sub-string of B.
Otherwise compare A character by character with those
sub-strings of B given by the pth entry in the hash-table. If
one such sub-string matches A, then A is a sub-string of B—
otherwise it is not.

5. Application to file searching
The retrieval system uses the preceding techniques in the
following way. A document is read from tape into core store,
and inverted. Each term of an enquiry is looked up rapidly, one
after the other, via the hash-table, and the boolean expression
linking them is evaluated in a conventional manner. The next
enquiry is then processed against the same inverted document.
When all the enquiries have been compared with the document,
the whole process is repeated for the next document, and so on.

6. Features of the system
(a) Each document is inverted once only during an SDI run.
Once this is done, enquiry terms are looked up very rapidly,
since most of the time the entries looked up in the hash-table
will be zero, indicating that a term is not present, and
avoiding an expensive string comparison. If the hashing
algorithm is good, we would hope that when an entry is
non-zero and a string comparison initiated we would stand
a good chance of finding a match of the term with the
document.
(b) The hash-code for each term of an enquiry can be computed
once and for all at the beginning of the SDI run and there-
after stored with the text of the term.
(c) From (a) and (b) above we see that finding out if a term is
present in a document is nearly always a matter of one
indexed access to a linear table held in core store, and is
thus very efficient. Moreover, if the entry is non-zero the
associated list points to those sub-strings in the document,
which is also held in core, for which there is a possibility of
a match.
(d) As a result of the sequential processing of enquiries, it is
possible to process one bucket at the same time as the next
bucket is being read from the disc, and the present system
is balanced so that swapping and processing take similar
amounts of time. Thus no time penalty is paid for storing
the enquiries on disc, and core store requirements are
modest.
(e) The simplicity of the technique enabled the search part of
the system to be developed, using ICL assembler (PLAN), in
less than two man-months. Specimen performance figures
appear in Appendix 1.
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Appendix 1 Performance figures
Hardware used: ICL 1902A
Storage: 13K × 24-bit words of core
1 × EDS 8 (i.e. 8 megabytes of disc)
Average number of enquiries: 250
Average number of terms per enquiry: 46
Average length of terms: 6 characters
Average number of documents searched: 2,200
Average length of documents: 224 characters
Rate of processing: 1200 documents/hour
Solid-state problems were represented on day 3. The clearest paper had been the excellent review of amorphous semiconductors by D. W. N. Deery and M. F. Thorpe, but though rich in concepts this was poor in computational methods. It raises however (to the reviewer) the prospect of further computer experiments on the structure (especially the ring structure) of the random networks they were discussing, or indeed of any other models of amorphous solids. The paper by J. Keller on cluster scattering was by contrast rich in computational ideas (though one would need to go back to Keller's references to define them fully).

Management Systems, by Peter P. Schoeder, 1971; 561 pages. (John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 65-65.)

This book belongs to the Wiley Series in 'Management and Administration' and as such is aimed at the manager interested in computing rather than the computer specialist. I am therefore not completely convinced that the Computer Journal is the correct place for this book to be reviewed or that I am completely competent to judge this book in its entirety. However with those reservations in mind let us proceed...

Management Systems attempts to encompass a wide range of material from the highly theoretical 'general systems concept' to the practicalities of PERT and the SABRE system. The book, a compendium of papers, is divided into three major parts: The system concept, Management information systems and Systems applications together with a short section entitled Prologue to the future. The three major parts are divided into sections each of which is composed of an editorial, a collection of papers and a bibliography.

Overall I found the book interesting although the first part (The system concept) was an uphill struggle possibly because of lack of the necessary theoretical background. I had hoped that Management information systems would provide some interesting practical papers but my hopes were dashed with the exception of one paper by Konvalinka and Trentin. When I finally reached the third part of the book (Systems applications) this proved to be the most rewarding. The five papers in the PERT section presented a balanced view of the subject and set a standard which the rest of the book should have achieved.

Each section contained a selection of papers which were chosen so that the subject was viewed from different angles by a variety of authors. For example the section on Industrial Dynamics contained three papers; the first two by J. Forrester and E. D. Roberts (both of MIT) extolling the virtues of ID and the third by Ansoff and Stevin trying to assess the subject impartially and in consequence challenging some of Forrester's assertions. Some of the papers selected seemed to me to be rather too dated to be relevant today although there are always exceptions: Stafford Beer's paper on 'What has Cybernetics to do with Operations Research' is still interesting although first published in 1959. However a section on Information technology and its impact on the organisation consisted of six papers, three of which were very neatly summarised in a fourth within this same section! Design, implementation and control of MIS—a promising title for a section I originally thought—contained no paper published later than 1964 and seemed particularly irrelevant.

I cannot recommend this book for the shelf of the computer specialist or as a text-book for computer science. I enjoyed reading it but doubt whether it will prove useful except perhaps for the extensive bibliographies which provide pointers to other background readings in the management and computer area.

R. C. Welland (Reading)